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2. Goodbye kiss provoked Newark airport scare:
report

Related News

UPDATE 1-MAMA
up on counterbid
The health and safety executive (HSE) has imposed a 116,000 pound fine
hopes, HMV mulls
on Shell (RDSa.L), in connection with an accident at its Stanlow complex in position
SHELL IS FINED OVER ACCIDENT AT OIL REFINERY
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3. Man threatening Jews hauled off flight in Miami
9:40am EST

4. Obama security adviser says bomb report a
shocker
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Elsmere Port that left a worker paralysed from the waist down. Describing

Thu, Dec 10 2009

the accident as being "totally avoidable", the HSE also fined two of Shell's

UPDATE 2-Mama
Group rejects
sweetened offer
from shareholder

contractors. Shell pleaded guilty to contravening the Lifting Operations and

5. Goodbye kiss provoked Newark airport scare paper
10:56am EST

Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 and said procedures had been put in
place to prevent a recurrence of the incident.
DEAL OF THE DAY
Sageview Capital, the investment fund, has bought a further 1.5 million

THE AUTO SECTOR

shares in Interserve (IRV.L) to take its stake in the building maintenance
group to almost 5.9 per cent. Shares rose 1.1 pence to 194.4 pence

Wed, Dec 9 2009

UPDATE 2-Mama
Group rejects
shareholder's
unsolicited bid
Mon, Dec 7 2009

following the news. Sageview, which is run by two former KKR executives,
first appeared on Interserve's share register just before Christmas - with a
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holding of four percent.
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Oil and gas group Aminex has announced that it is planning an active
drilling programme this year, with several wells set to start in both the U.S.
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Saab: wind down or buyout?

and Tanzania. The group's 37.5 per cent-owned Ruvuma prospect in

Bidders are making last-ditch efforts to buy General
Motors-owned Saab, as the deadline for its sale looms, and
threatens the Swedish car brand with closure. Full Article

Tanzania, which is operated by Tullow Oil (TLW.L), could be operational in a 220.40p

Factbox: Background on Saab
Timeline: Saab future hangs in balance

IRV.L

matter of days. Shares in Aminex rose 1.12 to 9.382 pence.
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RECESSION FAILS TO HAMPER FORTNUMS
Fortnum & Mason, one of London's most expensive department stores, recorded a 10 percent
increase in like for like sales for the first three weeks in December. Chief executive Beverley
Aspinall, suggested that "amazing" results for December are due to a recession-weary populace
who are suffering what she described as "frugality fatigue". Aspinall also pointed to the weak pound
as being a draw for tourists who usually head for London's luxury department stores.

BUY

TESCO CLUBCARD COMPANY DUNNHUMBY BUYS KSS RETAIL.
The company that runs Tesco's (TSCO.L) clubcard scheme, Dunnhumby, has bought the U.S.
$149.00
BUY

NYSE and AMEX quotes delayed by at least 20 minutes.
NASDAQ delayed by at least 15 minutes. For a complete list
of exchanges and delays, please click here.

consumer tracking company KSS Retail for an undisclosed sum.
Dunnhumby, which is majority owned by Tesco, will benefit from KSS's technology which tracks
price changes on shelves and online and then generates pricing "models" based on that analysis.
Edwina Dunn, co-founder and chief executive of Dunnhumby, said: "We have worked with KSS
Retail for the past year and quickly recognised the superiority of their science and price optimisation
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tool."
BULLDOG GETS ITS TEETH INTO SWEEDEN
Bulldog Natural Grooming, a British company which supplies male grooming products to over 200
UK stores, has signed its first export deal. The free from man-made chemicals products will now be
for sale in 200 Swedish stores with a view to increasing that to 1,000 in three years. Simon Duffy,
chief executive, said that had not wanted to export until he was confident that he had a good
product with a stable UK retail base.
The Independent
THOMAS COOK? JUST DON'T BOOK IT, TOURISTS TOLD.
Which? Holiday magazine has attacked Britain's leading travel brand, Thomas Cook (TCG.L),
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Ian Derbyshire, chief executive for Thomas Cook UK & Ireland rejected the verdict: "The Which?
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Holiday report is in total contrast to the high levels of service that our customers tell us about and
that we pride ourselves on."
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HAMMERSON SELLS PARIS OFFICE BUILDING
Commercial property investment group Hammerson (HMSO.L) has sold its French office for 76
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More from Reuters

Jobless claims on downward
trend
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The number of U.S.
workers filing new claims for jobless aid edged up
by a slim 1,000 last week and a gauge of
underlying labor market trends hit a nearly
16-month low, evidence the job market continues
to heal.

Can this tablet beat Apple?

Airline bomb report to "shock"

Microsoft unveiled the hotly anticipated HP
tablet at the CES late last night, but all eyes
are on Apple's next move. Full Article

The White House is set to release details
about lapsed security that top aides say will
shock Americans. Full Article

Saab bid hopes resurface as deadline looms

Microsoft's Natal game in stores 2010

Goodbye kiss provoked Newark scare

U.S. retailers beat December sales forecasts

Motorola to sell inside-out phone

Bomb suspect joined Qaeda in London

» More Top News

Live Coverage: The CES in Las Vegas

U.S. crime rate bucks recession

Schwab cuts trading fees; could spark price war
Obama to push stimulus-lite as employment lags
"Shock" U.S. report due on attempted airline attack | VIDEO
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